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Bell Helicopter Rotor Brake Redesign, Optimization, and Analysis 

 
Overview 
Bell Helicopter uses a rotor brake to stop the rotors from spinning for safety 
reasons, once the helicopter has landed.  When the rotor brake is 
engaged, chatter occurs and can be felt throughout the cabin of the 
aircraft.  The source of the chatter is unknown, as it may originate either in 
the rotor brake itself or in the gearbox.  This project focuses on eliminating 
chatter that may originate within the rotor brake itself. 
 

Objectives 
The objective of this project is to optimize the current rotor brake used by Bell Helicopter in order to 
reduce chatter while meeting current stop time and heat generation requirements.  A new design is 
created and modelled using both OpenModelica and Abaqus. 
 

Approach 
 Customer needs are identified and weighted in collaboration with Bell Helicopter 

 The team has bi-weekly conference calls with Bell Helicopter 

 Existing patents for both helicopter and automobile brakes are reviewed for concept generation 

 Engineering specifications are established by Bell Helicopter and related to customer needs 

 Multiple concepts are generated including wing tip braking flaps and an electromagnetic brake 

 Concepts are evaluated according to customer needs and a final design was chosen 

 The final design incorporates an increase in brake pad size and addition of variable breaking force  

 Material research yields cast iron for the rotor and a higher friction organic brake pad material 

 The variable brake force is chosen by modelling several torque applications in OpenModelica 

 Finite element analysis is conducted on the rotor using Abaqus 
o Stress analysis yields a factor of safety of 17.7 
o Heat generation analysis shows a max temperature of 228oF (max allowable 275oF) 

 Due to time and budget constraints, a working prototype is not built 

 A 3D model is created using rapid prototyping to show geometric changes in design 
  

Outcomes 
 All design changes are intended to reduce or 

eliminate chatter originating within the rotor brake 

 Heat generation requirements are met and stop 
time is reduced by approximately 0.25 seconds 

 Design changes are simplified to allow ease of 
implementation 

 If chatter still occurs post design implementation, 
it originates within the gearbox 


